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OVERVIEW 

PSD2, the European Directive on Payment Services1 is now effective in the SEPA area and is progressively 

changing the way consumers and businesses access, move, and manage their money, but most of all their 

financial data.  Europe is not alone; other Countries are looking at the deployment of PSD2 for their Open 

Banking regulations.2  

The scope of the Directive and the subsequent Regulatory Technical Standards is to develop a better 

integrated market for electronic payments within the EU, by facilitating payments with a broader set of 

service providers whilst ensuring consumers’ protection. On the one hand the regulation aims at 

incorporating the latest technological developments concerning card, internet and mobile payments as 

new efficient ways of payments for consumers, on the other hand it provides a legal framework for new 

and incumbent service providers to operate in equivalent conditions and full transparency. Thus, the core 

of the regulation is based on three main elements: a) disclosure of customer’s data to third party providers 

(following customer’s consent), b) standardized communication interfaces for data exchange (APIs), and 

c) high security requirements which, on turn, affect the customer authentication methods, the 

accreditation rules of the involved players and their liabilities.  

The new regulation will allow consumers to get access to their financial data and share it with third parties, 

potentially making it easier to compare products or shift to a new service provider. With the opening of 

market competition and the exchange of data under user’s consent, customers can not only obtain 

enriched services at lower prices but also set up a new type of relationships with new financial players 

which are clearly defined by the PSD2, such as the Account Information Service Providers and the Payment 

Initiation Service Providers.  

As it appears clearly, the increased competitiveness supported by PSD2 in the European market of 

payments will benefit both customers and new entrants in the financial playfield. In this fragmentation 

scenario, incumbent and traditional banks are at stake of either succumb or lose market share and 

customer appeal, if they don’t review their approach to servicing and to the business ecosystem.  

                                                             

1 https://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/TXT/?uri=celex:32015L2366 

2 In the United Kingdom the Open Banking regulation is ruled by the Competition and Markets Authority (CMA). 

In the USA, while we have not seen such regulatory pressure by the government, signs that banks are opening up 
their data to third-party FinTechs are beginning to emerge because of natural market competition. CITI was the first 
universal bank to announce account aggregation features on their mobile app in March this year. 

In the Pacific area, The Australian Competition and Consumer Commission has the role to determine how the new 
Consumer Data Right (CDR) bill, currently being drafted, will apply to a particular sector of the economy. The ACCC 
envisages that the first tranche of open banking rules will come into effect mid 2019. Following banking, the 
telecommunications and energy sectors are expected to be among the first industries to be subject to CDR 
obligations ruling data usage and sharing. 

India has launched a number of initiatives toward open banking, in parallel to the demonetization efforts in 2016 
and the accreditation of the Payment Banks, the government has implemented a set of application programming 
interfaces (APIs) — IndiaStack —and launched the Bharat Interface for Money to accept payments from any bank. 
It introduced Aadhaar, a program to provide Indian individuals with a 12-digit ID code based on location and 
biometric data. Estimates say that 270 million bank accounts were opened using the Aadhaar payment app, meaning 
more transacting and banking is being done outside the traditional ecosystem. One of the biggest limits to full open 
banking deployment is cybersecurity, as we have seen in a number of recent data breaches putting consumer’s data 
at risk from private predators. 

https://www.pymnts.com/news/payment-methods/2016/modis-aadhaar-payment-app-is-not-without-issues/
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The Austrian National Bank - Oesterreichische Nationalbank (OeNB)3 - has recently released a national 

survey about Austrian consumer usage of financial services. It concludes that, whilst the majority of the 

consumer base has clearly shifted to a digital interaction approach with banks and payments (debit cards 

and contactless payments), they are not massively exploring yet the potential value disclosed by Fintech 

and emerging technologies for mobile wallets and new business models such as crowdfunding and 

automated investment management. 

58% of Austrians aged over 14 use online banking (70% of 

the internet users base) and 36% use their mobile devices 

or tablets for banking activities (62% of internet users).  

Still, over 40% of respondents use a non remote access to 

check their account balance, their transactions or to 

transfer money, increasingly, over 70% use non remotely 

channels to open a bank account or apply for a loan. 

A scarce interest towards technology in general can be 

seen, with over 25% being nearly adverse to the adoption 

of new technologies. This behavior is reflected in the use of 

mobile apps for financial services such as N26, George and 

others, which is restricted to little over 20% of 

respondents, as well as in the use of Google Pay and other 

financial services (little less than 6.5%). Adoption levels of 

new types of technologies building on social and 

automation are even lower, with 2% or less using account 

information services (Finanzblick, Zupr), and less than 2% 

making use of crodwfunding services, crowdlending, 

crowdinvestment or roboadvise. 

Meantime, whilst the use of cash for payments is 

estimated to account for only 10% to 15% of overall cash 

in circulation, the preferred way to pay day-by-day 

purchases is largely cash compared to debit cards (88% 

preference on €20 purchases and 54% preference on €50 

purchases). 

 96.2% of respondents have a current 

account. Amongst these about 2% 

have their main account with an 

online bank. 

 Over 80% use debit card at least 

once a year, whilst 41% of the 

population owns a credit card. 

 73% of the Austrians over 14 possess 

a smartphone, whilst less than 3% 

have a Smartwatch. 

 Roughly 50% of Austrians use 

Contactless payments 

 11% of Austrians are early adopters 

of new technologies, whilst over 60% 

have not such a big interest in techy 

adoptions and 27% are clearly 

adverse to new adoptions unless 

need is. 

 23% of Austrians state that they 

have been affected by the closing of 

bank branches over the past five 

years 

 Little over 5% use fintech 

services/products and less than 2% 

own crypto assets (Bitcoin or other). 

These consumer behaviors are not “pulling” on the deployment of new technologies by Austrian Banks. 

Combined with a very conscious feeling of data ownership and protection, these customer trends are not 

set to put the pressure on Austrian banks, but how long will this situation last?  

Mastercard has carried out a structured research based upon Gartner’s Financial Industry Vision to 

capture the view of Austrian Banks about how to adapt to this fast-changing environment. 

What strategies, what visions and what “pace” are driving the transformational journeys of both 

incumbent and new banks? 

                                                             

3 How Austrians bank and pay in an increasingly digitalized world – results from an OeNB survey, Oesterreichische 
Nationalbank, 2018 
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Looking beyond the mere scope of PSD2, the study assesses how the banks are approaching the digital 

transformation in general. This transformation implies: 

 a new relationship with customers – What strategies are banks undertaking to stay relevant to 

customers in the evolving fragmented competition?  

 a new approach to the playing fields – How are banks collaborating or competing with the 

ecosystem of incumbent banks, Fintechs, TELCOs, retailers and service providers to create new 

services and new value, even when not strictly banking-related? 

 a new approach to the use of data – How far are banks leveraging or exchanging the data they 

own to build on new enhanced customer profiling and servicing? 

 a new company culture – How are banks building a mindset for agility and innovation across staff, 

and listening to the Voice of Customer?  

 a new approach to the new technologies that are expected to make operations and servicing 

scalable, fast and cost-effective – Are banks investing resources in cloud infrastructures, business 

automation, artificial intelligence, Distributed Ledger Technologies? 

KEY FINDINGS 

Overall, we found that the majority of surveyed banks in Austria have timidly started their digital 

transformation from their backend systems, whilst there is still an unclear vision of how to better engage 

customers on the digital frontend. Most banks have improved their IT backbone in terms of data 

harmonization and infrastructure scalability, but there is a general lack of vision as to how to make the 

best (or most profitable) use of customers’ data. Most banks are playing in solo, with limited development 

of service ecosystems and data-driven business models. Most incumbents rely on their brand reputation 

and solidity as key factors to strengthen the relationship with their customers. Will this strategy be 

employed to acquire the new generations of digital native customers or to play in a new competitive 

business environment? The time will see, here’s our finding as of 2018. 

1. Austrian banks perceive PSD2 as an accelerator for the transformation journey toward digital 

centricity 

2. Most banks are planning to ‘cautiously’ embrace open banking 

3. Data is not - yet - at the heart of the banking model 

4. Traditional banks have not shifted – yet - to an open banking culture involving their employee base 

5. A few Austrian banks have adopted a pioneer attitude for innovation and agility 

6. Overall, the Austrian banking market seems very polarized with Hares and Tortoises 
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METHODOLOGY 

 

A MASTERCARD STUDY BASED UPON THE FINANCIAL INDUSTRY VISION OF GARTNER 

The Open Banking Study was conducted by Mastercard to assess how banks are approaching the 

operational transformation induced by PSD2 enforcement within the payments market. Moving beyond 

regulation, Mastercard meant to assess how Austrian Banks are approaching the opportunities and 

threats related to the use and sharing of customers’ data within and beyond the financial services market. 

The Research Framework was elaborated together with Gartner specialists. It is based upon the Financial 

Industry Vision of Gartner and Mastercard’s expertise in Digital Payments. 

A previous study was carried out in 2017 to assess the level of digitalization of banks in Austria, 

Switzerland and other seven Countries from Central Eastern Europe. For Austria and CEE, findings 

showed a more limited level of digitalization compared to Switzerland, particularly regarding the end-to-

end shift from analogic to digital processes. This year the White paper focuses on Austria. 

 

REACH OUT 

In order to get first hand market information, Mastercard reached out to a number of Austrian banks 

looking at the Chief Digital Officer or relevant key decision makers as the primary targets for the study. 

Survey-based interviews were carried out with CDO, Head of Digital Payments and executives with a 

global view on the banks’ implementation plans for PSD2 and open banking. 

The survey composes of 50 questions related to three assessment areas: 

 Digital Strategy – Vision, Culture and Ecosystem 

 Customer Value – Products, Data and Authentication Methods 

 Process and Technology – Infrastructure, Operations and Metrics 

 

RESPONDENT PROFILES  

A total of nine banks have participated to the study.  

All banks have significant retail banking activity in Austria. Some of them are set as divisions of multi-

country /multi-region organizations, which may not be head-quartered in Austria. 

The study comprises both traditional and digital only banks, as well as banks with a stand-alone digital 

banking business.    

The sample covers approximately 75% of all checking accounts in Austria.  

 

INTERVIEW PERIOD 

The survey-based interviews were conducted in the period from June to September 2018. 
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1. Austrian banks perceive PSD2 as an accelerator for the transformation journey toward digital centricity 

 

Let’s start by the good news: almost 80% of the surveyed banks have already seen their P&L lines 

impacted by their digital transformation actions, whilst 20% expect first economic results over the next 

three years or earlier. 

Impact of the internal digital transformation is measured - or is expected to be measured - mostly from 
the Customer point of view, with (in a decreasing order) Customer Satisfaction  ,Customer Base Size and 

Customer Base Composition. 

Surprisingly enough, cost 

reduction does not seem to be a 

major driver for change. 

Over two thirds of the banks 

report that the business lines 

most impacted by the open 

banking transformation are 

Payments and Cards, but over 

half of banks also see impact on 

Checking Accounts and 

Lending. 

The undergoing shift to the 

digital channels is proved by the 

type of customer interactions 

per month, since nearly half of 

banks say that over 80% of 

interactions are performed via mobile and website, while most others report monthly digital transactions 

between 40% and 60% of total customer interactions with the banks. The same pattern can be seen in 

the availability of end-to-end self service 

products.  

On the revenue side instead, the shift in 

channel interaction has no correlation with 

the levels of digital sales, which are 

significantly lower and, in most cases, do not 

exceed 20% of total sales across channels. 

The peaks to 40, 50 or 100% of total 

revenue are found in either new digital 

banks or a Pan-CEE bank with different 

level of digitalization across countries.  
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The positive perception of the changing competition environment is overall confirmed by two thirds of 

banks which are driven into digital transformation by a business PRO-active attitude, i.e. leverage 

technologies to maintain or 

expand customer base. 

Compliance with regulation 

is a driver for only one third 

of banks.  

Indeed, PSD2 is seen as an 

opportunity under many 

aspects: to create products 

and serve customers in a way 

not possible without the 

opening of data access 

(including non-banking 

products), to foster 

standardization and access 

view of competitors, and also 

– for newcomers – to create a 

level playing field where multi-banking is made easier. In this same attitude should be read the initiatives 

undertaken to clearly address the problematic trade-off between convenience to consumers and higher 

security standards generated by the PSD2 enforcement. Digital-only and first-mover banks listed some 

actionable targets around “proactive transparency”, consumer education (as a way to reinforce the 

relationship), and increased convenience (as in building a customizable service or other added value 

services). The other banks focus more generally on security and brand reputation (e.g. limited opening to 

social medias and no use of external cloud) or increased customer relationship via human contact (in 

branches), in addition to loyalty and satisfaction tracking.  

The overall perception is that all respondents want to be at the center of the customers’ financial lives. 

This goal is reached either via trust and solidity (focus on brand and security) or via usability and 

convenience (focus on user experience and value-added service). This probably also explains the move 

towards becoming an Account Information Service Provider4: whilst only one bank is actively playing as an 

AISP to date, three are already piloting projects or making first attempts and the majority of banks has 

initial plans to test the opportunity. The trend is clear: most Austrian banks are looking at becoming an 

account aggregator to reinforce the relationship with customers and become their primary point of 

reference, financially speaking at least… 

 

Open banking will make it easier for customers to "try out" our interface and services – Survey Respondent 

 

MASTERCARD RECO:  Adopt a customer centric vision for immediacy and convenience 

Driven by progressive digitalization of everyday moments, customers’ expectations are changing toward 

a seamless, immediate, personalized experience (à la Amazon, to be clear). In an effort to catch up with 

technology and consumers’ evolution, the PSD2 legislation is fostering competitiveness in the payment 

                                                             

4 Within PSD2 regulation, an authorized entity that provides aggregation services related to payment accounts 

such as bank accounts.  
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market whilst raising the security standards. To stay relevant (and “connected”), retail banks should adopt 

a customer-centric vision and build personalized, convenient services around the 360° view of the 

customer, whilst leveraging their asset of trust via transparency and security.  

Mastercard continuously scan the market to see how customer expectations are changing and what new 

services/standards they are requiring. This knowledge combines with our User Experience and User 

Interface experts to design new product and service. At the same time we develop security solutions and 

fraud detection models to keep our clients compliant and their users safe.   

The future of banking will be omni-channel, easy, personalized, secure and automated. Banks should act now 

to ensure they are primed for these changes that demand excellent user experiences –without compromising 

on security.  

Source = Future View: Retail Banking. Meeting the Demand for Digital, Mastercard 2017 
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2. Most banks are planning to ‘cautiously’ embrace open banking leveraging API technology. 

 

Open banking will continue to evolve and develop as PSD2 regulation is implemented. Banks have a 

number of choices as to how they approach it, which broadly fall into two main categories: 

MINIMAL POSSIBLE – with this approach, the bank would plan on doing the bare minimum to comply with 

the regulation. Whilst this is unlikely to create an immediate business risk, there is a potential longer term 
risk that would see the bank disintermediated from the customer and their role diminished to that of a 

‘customer data store’ with no direct dealings with the customer. 

 

“We open only as much as PSD2 requires and we try to keep the data of our customers as safe as possible” 

Survey Respondent 

 

EMBRACE – with this approach, the bank will look beyond the challenge of meeting compliance 

requirements of PSD2 and think through the opportunity that open banking will provide to their business. 

This will require a proactive approach into the technology needs and business model changes needed to 

take advantage of this evolving ecosystem. 

 

“We want to keep in touch with our customers, that’s why we try to open our platform to others” Survey 

Respondent 

 

Regardless of approach, banking models will need to develop to either comply or embrace the open 

banking ecosystem. Typically this is being done through the usage of APIs. APIs are not the only way to 

facilitate open banking, but are commonly seen as the best option currently available and it is a proven, 

commonly used technology. Private APIs have been used by financial services firms for a number of years, 

however it is the move to open APIs that will transform the ecosystem (and enable compliance with 

PSD2). 

Happily, based on our survey the 

majority of Austrian banks we 

interviewed are looking to embrace 

open banking – 100% of respondents 

either already do or are planning to 

acquire 3rd party data to improve their 

own data assets and provide data-rich 

services.  

 

“In general all our partners we work 

with, either on a product side or data 

side, are using APIs” Survey 

Respondent 

However, customer privacy and security is forefront in their thinking and as such the banks are taking their 

time to ensure their strategic model is appropriate to their business and the needs of their customers. 
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A number of potential strategic models exist in response to PSD2: 

0. Comply with PSD2  

1. Facilitate and monitise access 

2. Provide access and new services 

3. Create ecosystem and aggregate value 

 

 

Based on our survey, we would position our respondents along a continuum from pure compliance through 

to planning for the provision of new services via key partnerships – with the majority of respondents 

building towards model 2 (provide advice & new services).  

This was evidenced in our survey by the 

majority of respondents already 

identifying business cases for API 

monetization: 

 

 

“Monetizing our APIs depends a lot on 

what is going to be allowed by the 

regulatory, so we are very cautious 

concerning this topic” Survey 

Respondent 

 

 

 

0. Comply with PSD2
1. Facilitate & monetize 

access
2. Provide advice & new 

services
3. Expand ecosystem and 

aggregate value

• Give 3rd parties access to 
data required by regulation

• Provide a basic-level open 
API free for anyone

• Develop more advanced API 
platform; allow granular data 
access beyond what is 
required by regulation

• Monetize access to raw data 
and banking services to create 
unconventional revenues

• Extend from providing API 
access into providing 
insight and services to 
monetize data

• Become an AISP and/or 
PISP

• Open APIs to create 
ecosystem between the bank, 
merchant and consumers

• Offer products and services 
to address financial and non-
financial needs

Strategic models

Surveyed Austrian banks potential strategic position  
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Further evidence in our survey was provided 

by fact that the majority of Austrian banks 

were planning to become an Account 

Information Service Provider (AISP): 

 

“Becoming an AISP is a key element of our 

strategy” Survey Respondent 

It is worth noting that overall the Austrian 

banking community has not mentioned 

Fintech as a key element of their strategy. 

This is very different from other countries, including European countries, where banks incubate Fintech or 

buy them out, as they rely on them for faster Go To Market and new service testing. 

 

“We want to keep in touch with our customers, that’s why we try to open our platform to others” Survey 

Respondent 

 

MASTERCARD RECO:  Build an ecosystem appropriate for your business with API as its core. 

Understanding how you wish to compete in the open banking ecosystem will be key for how banks 

approach PSD2. A banks approach and subsequent strategic model will shape how the banks business 

model and its relationship with its clients will develop over time. 

API management (including partner selection) will become a key business activity as the ecosystem 

continues to develop. 

The relationships between the API economy, business ecosystems, and business platforms are complex 

and not easily understood. The key role involved with API platforms — the API product manager, who is 

also a major catalyst to the building of ecosystems — is extremely difficult to staff (in fact, most 

companies do not even realize they need one).  

Source =From APIs to Ecosystems: API Economy Best Practices for Building a Digital Platform. Gartner 

2017 
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3.  Data is not - yet - at the heart of the banking model 

 

In regards to data gathering and usage, most Austrian banks already active on the different fields and 

show comparable scores. On the other hand, larger differences exist when it comes to data quality and 

real time availability for the customers. 

Only three out of the nine interviewed banks are not doing at least first attempts in 3 of the 4 areas of 
data collection and usage. All banks perform activities to actively gather data and be able to provide data 

based services to their customers to improve the level of the offered services. 

 

One can observe a clear correlation between the data quality that is available to the bank and how 

intensively data is treated (e.g. enhanced by external sources) in order to provide valuable information to 

the customer. Round about half of the Austrian banks is already quite active, having already passed the 
stage of a first attempt in at least in one of the four areas. 

The reluctant behavior of Austrian banks in this area compared to other countries might be explained by 

the very strict data privacy legislation in Austria amongst others. This is also underlined by some 

statements that were made by banks in the interviews. 

This mainly also holds true when looking if data is made immediately available to customer across channels 

when a customer continues an activity in another channel and real time reporting including visualization 

is provided real time. Nevertheless, a main observation is that the differences between the different banks 

are not as big as in other areas (e.g. usage of new technologies, see chapter 5), but rather all banks started 

initiatives with the goal to 

a) Successfully gather the right data real time in the right quality 

b) Provide the customer valuable information as fast as possible and across channels 

It is also quite surprising to see that only one Austrian bank already passed the stage of first attempts in 

regards to leveraging artificial intelligence when it comes to provide customers with personalized offerings 

and services. Especially as this technology is already widespread and in use since several years in e.g. e-

commerce. It seems that on the one hand side concerns in regards to regulatory constraints exist and on 

the other hand side banks do not yet have a clear understanding in which areas the use of AI technologies 

might have the most positive impact from a customer perspective. 
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When being asked for (international) benchmarks, the 

majority of Austrian banks names platforms (e.g. 

Apple, Alipay, Google, etc.) and first mover banks (from 

traditional as well as direct banks). FinTechs on the 

other hand are only mentioned by a third of the 

interviewed banks. This leads to the conclusion that the 

respondents tend to look for benchmarks that are 

either in a comparable situation as themselves (1st 

mover banks) and therefore provide best practices or 

that follow a whole new business model (platform approach) that might allow to re-shape and adapt the 

go-to-market approach. 

A certain area for improvement can still be seen in the area of measuring customer satisfaction. Only 

round about half of the interviewed Austrian banks currently consistently tracks customer satisfaction 

across all channels. The other half is still on the way to get there. This results in the fact that so far a 

significant number of banks is not yet capable of easily and quickly evaluating the effect of digital and/or 

data driven activities and its acceptance or its effect on customer behavior. 

 

Capabilities to measure customer satisfaction is also critical to evaluate the impact of the internal digital 

transformation (see chapter 1) 

 “It is a learning process; we have stopped crawling and are now learning to walk” Survey Respondent  

 

MASTERCARD RECO:  Understand your customer and serve him accordingly!       

Already being on a good track in regards to data collection, Austrian banks should achieve to get more and 

better feedback in regards to customer satisfaction. An improved understanding of the customer 

satisfaction (especially what is good and what not as well as what matters to the customer and what 

not) will help the bank to focus its activities on the relevant topics and thereby not only increase efficiency, 

but also being able to respond faster to customer demand. 

With cards and savings accounts being mentioned by round about half of the respondents as being 

product lines to which intelligent analytics to support automation and decision-making should be applied, 

banks should try to get a complete picture on customer’s usage behavior. Starting from there, they should 

develop tools that not only support product recommendations, but also support the customer in 
transparency, offer value-added services in the right context (fit the current challenges) at the right time 

(when required). 
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“Real-time analytics will enable in-the moment Responsiveness Businesses that leverage real-time analytics 

and new data points will act on information as soon as it is collected, allowing them to customize offers 

based on changing contexts, make in-the-moment recommendations, and improve fraud protection 

capabilities in real-time.“  Source = Future view: big data + smarter decisions. Mastercard 2018 

 

4. Traditional banks have not shifted – yet - to an open banking culture involving their employee base 

Two thirds of banks said they are testing and piloting on an innovation culture to react to market changes. 

Whilst this is not a common regular practice, the majority of banks have tested or put in place innovation 

programs to engage employee teams in service improvement and product creation via cross functional 

teamwork. 

However, company wide initiatives aimed at spreading and sharing a culture of innovation – including a 

comprehensive thought about leadership style, risk attitude and test & learn approach – are not 

systematic in most cases, or do not involve the whole employee base. , increasing the risk to be 

disconnected from a fast-paced evolving market. This is reinforced by the lack of metrics to measure the 

level of actual employee engagement around the topic of innovation: only one third of respondents have 

implemented such types of KPIs as a pilot or regular practice, but more than half have only plans or no 

plans at all to implement them. 

Instead, some banks have adopted a specialized approach, with innovation generation limited to some 

initial experiments with Fintechs, or spreading out from specific departments (either innovation hubs or 

centralized mother company units, in case of some multi-country banks). Main innovation-employee-

based initiatives involve teams sitting periodically with the management or presenting their ideas to the 

executives in small groups. Indeed, when it comes to the approaches used to prioritize innovation ideas, 

one third of the banks find it quite convenient to play with small squads to gain agility and rapidity. Two 

banks have centralized product management departments, whilst in another case, periodic workshops are 

run over the year. One of the first mover banks say that ROI and contribution to strategic objectives or 

resources requirements are used as key evaluating criteria to prioritize innovation. 

  

Statistics rise when it comes to the involvement of customers in product design, one third of respondents 

have them as a regular practice, nearly half are testing and piloting, whilst the other regret not to be 
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making enough. Initiatives include dedicated UX team, focus groups, UX testing, product testing and 

customer interviews. On the technological side, one of the respondents said that customer feedback via 

social media and email is regularly monitored and analyzed. 

The main pain point, speaking about innovation culture, appear to be talent scouting and hiring. None of 

the respondent banks feels confident to have the breadth of skills required for any digital transformation 

– also due to the pace of technological evolution. Even when they are able to identify the required profile 

and skillsets, finalizing the hiring is not straightforward, due to lack of top level candidates. One third of 

banks let appear a disconnection between HR and the digital teams. 

 

"My bank is my biggest enemy" Survey Respondent …  internal approvals is slowing down processes 

 

MASTERCARD RECO: Think bottom up, act across departments! 

Convergence of technologies calls for convergence of competences. Whilst we may not all be innovators, 

it is an internationally renowned good practice to foster cross-functional teaming and let people with 

different backgrounds have their try on product design and process improvement.  

Identifying the people that can facilitate scientific information and knowledge sharing across one or many 

teams is key to both employee engagement and execution of vision. Facilitation and cross-functional work 

should not be limited to the bank itself, but involve customers and partners as well, via joint “calls for 

innovation”, focus groups and data-driven analysis (e.g. A/B testing and product iterations). 

To avoid ideation entropy, systemic programs can be launched to engage the employee base on a range 

of innovation challenges, spur out innovative solutions and source internal talents. How many spin-outs 

were originated like that? An innovation dashboard can certainly help to set up targets and track KPIs to 

understand how many initiatives were started, the rate of failure and success over time, the number of 

employees or customers involved, their reactions and sentiments about the bank’s products. 

Over the last 4 years Mastercard has supported global and regional banks in setting up idea-sourcing 

platforms and employee engagement programs which have highlighted new talents and have become an 

ideation repository for future development by the Banks. 
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5. A few Austrian banks have adopted a pioneer attitude for innovation and agility 

 

Some Austrian banks have taken a proactive attitude toward new technologies and touch points with 

customers: they have some form of active testing for one or more of the 5 innovative technologies we 

proposed. 

The questions: 

- Is your Bank an active player in the Distributed Ledger Technologies and the Blockchain 

ecosystem? 

- Are you adopting new digital business models based on gamification, social sharing or 

crowdsourcing? 

- Is your Bank profiting from IoT (Internet of Things) technologies to extend interaction with 

customers? 

- Has your Bank introduced Chatbot / virtual agent capabilities to support customers on your 

digital channels? 

- How advanced is your Bank in the exploitation of Natural Language Processing and 

Conversational Voice capabilities? 

But a vast majority amounting to 2/3 of the respondent banks have answered they have either No plans 

or Plans to do something in these fields but are not (yet?) actively engaged in some form of test in the 

field.  

We found that the answer tends to be consistent across all innovations proposed, ie the banks of the first 

group say they are at some testing stage for many innovations, while the others say they have No plan or 

Plans on all topics. 

We have named the first group Pioneers and the other group Watchers. 

We found that their answers are strongly correlated with the percentage of services available in self-

service mode via digital channels:  

- The banks who have the lowest proportion of their services available via digital channels are all 

in the Watchers group; 

- All the Pioneers are in the group of banks with the highest proportion of their services available 

via digital channels. 

This suggests there are two cultures toward technological innovation amongst the Austrian Banks. 
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We also made a deep dive on Strong Customer Authentication (SCA) as PSD2 regulation will make SCA 

by banks mandatory in online payments from September 2019 – one year from now. We asked what are 

the top three biometric implementations most urgent to provide to customers. Unsurprisingly Face 

recognition and Fingerprint come on top with 80% or more of the respondents while Voice recognition and 

Iris scan follow but are identified by fewer banks each.  

 

Yet only 2 of the 9 respondent banks say they have started working on the integration of biometric 

authentication in their portfolio of solutions. The Austrian situation mid 2018 is thus consistent with the 

findings of a Mastercard survey done last year with the University of Oxford: banks know they will have to 

deploy biometrics (and they can actually prioritize what technologies) but few have actually started 

operational projects. 

 

“We don’t have plans at the moment, but there will definitely come the time when we have to start thinking 

about it”  - Survey Respondent 

 

 

MASTERCARD RECO:  Test and learn!       

One bank stated they position themselves as a “Fast Follower”. Refraining from seizing unproved 

opportunities (being a Follower) while building and feeding the capability to react Fast and stick to the 

Leader is a tough challenge. Mastercard strongly believes that decision-making must be based on hard 

data and that nothing replaces the learnings collected in field tests, while developing a culture of testing 

also insufflates a new energy throughout the organization and within the relationship with partners. 

Mastercard has the tools and teams to support our clients on this road, whether they want to be first and 
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open new tracks (the Pioneers) or they want to pick proven solutions (the Watchers). All need to test and 

learn to make the right calls in a world where there is pressure to change everywhere. 

  

“The way we interact with technology will undergo a radical transformation over the next five to 10 years. 

Conversational platforms, augmented reality, virtual reality and mixed reality will provide more natural and 

immersive interactions with the digital world.”  Source: Top 10 Strategic Technology Trends for 2018, 

Gartner 2017 
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6. Hares and Tortoises? 

 

Looking back at the 5 sections of this white paper, we can group the banks according to their position on 

each of the features screened in the five sections of the White Paper. For each of the features, they get 1 

when they are part of the best group, -1 when they are in the last group, and 0 when they are in between. 

This clusters the banks we interviewed in three groups. 

 

 

Two Hares run in front, ranking top on most 

features. They have embraced the idea that 

banking must be done differently. 

A majority has started a transformation journey,   

each with a different set of leading/lagging  

features. 

And two tortoises rank last on all criteria, 

whether by choice (“we want to be fast 

followers”) or due to external constraints 

(branch and intercompany reorganization).

It will be interesting to monitor the commercial and economic performance over the next years and see 

which of these three groups will fare better in the new digital and AI era. 
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TAKE ACTION NOW TO ACCELERATE YOUR OPEN BANKING 
TRANSFORMATION 

Mastercard can help you in many areas beyond payments.  

Mastercard Advisors can help issuers and financial institutions with their digital customer experience and 

open banking strategy. The Mastercard Start Path program comprises a curated portfolio of advanced 

start-ups that partner with financial institutions globally across various domains of the value-added 

services and interaction channels, from conversational banking through to bill payment, invoice sharing, 

wearables, persistent authentication, AI-data insights and much more. 

 

Visit Start Path: https://www.startpath.com/startups/ 

Contact Mastercard Country Manager in Austria: Gerald.gruber@mastercard.com 
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